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Press  Release  

 
 

Magnier « Le Chronographe »  
MecaQuartz chronograph from Belgium 

 
 
On September 2017, Magnier Watches will launch a crowdfunding campaign to fund the 
production of a first edition series of Belgian MecaQuartz timepieces called “Le 
Chronographe”.  
 
Belgium based entrepreneur and designer Marc-Laurent Magnier came up with the concept of 
the watch in early 2016. His deep passion for watches started when his grandfather offered 
him his first Rodania back in the 80s, when it was still considered by the public as “a Blegian 
brand”. Since then the lack of affordable offers for a watch with deep Belgian roots and 
luxurious design bothered him. He decided to try and correct that by making his own watch 
and so the project for the “Le Chronographe” started. 
 
From founding artists like Henry Van de Velde who merged Art Nouveau and clean Bauhaus 
minimalism to contemporary artists like Rick Delrue (a figure well know in the brand’s home 
town of Andenne), Belgium has always been a fertile land for design and modern art. The 
Magnier “Le Chronographe” follow that rule; with this timepiece the classic dress watch 
meets modern minimalism giving the wearer a blend of function and fashion that makes it just 
the perfect choice for any occasion. 
 
When it comes to the heart and soul of the watch Magnier Watches wanted something truly 
exceptional and very Belgian by concept…  
 
“We wanted to combine the advantages of a quartz watch, like accuracy, ease of use and low 
maintenance with the grace of a mechanical watch, a true work of art, meticulously put 
together and superior in the unique feeling it gives and the little ways in which it operate » 
said Marc-Laurent Magnier, founder of Magnier Watches.  
 
A feat first endeavoured in the late 1980s by two Swiss manufactures, Frédéric Piguet and 
Jaeger-LeCoultre who first created a true Meca-Quartz watch. From those prestigious 



beginnings, famous Japan watchmaker Seiko recently developed his own take on a state of the 
art hybrid movement, the VK series. True to the Belgian motto “Unity makes strength”, this 
very unique movement was choosen to power the Magnier “Le Chronographe”. 
 
Of course, the rest of the specifications are a tribute to the best luxury watches. The 42mm 
case is made of medical grade 316L Stainless steel and is rated for 5ATM (50 meters / 164 
feets). The glass is a double domed Sapphire with anti-reflective coating. Virtually 
unscratchable and very resistant to shock. The dial is made of brass and offer an original and 
distinctive lume scheme made of Super Luminova (a vivid green non radioactive swiss 
technology). As for the strap, it is made of genuine leather with a matt finish and a butterfly 
clasp. 
 
The collection will include a white dial and a dark grey dial model and choice of three leather 
straps (deep black, hickory brown or sky blue). It will be available for pre-order on 
Kickstrater on september 2017. The early bid price will start at 150€. 
 
 

 
 
	  


